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I
read Sean Borodale’s Bee Journal out-of-doors and was continually brushing honey-bees
from both the book and my hands (“bees batting this pen and poem’s paper”, as Borodale
puts it). It was the cover picture, I imagine, rather than some encoded salsa at the entrance to

language’s hive. I have often thought you would need to be a bee to understand the language of
their dance but Borodale, through entranced observation and intimate notation, is a worthy
translator.

This is a book in which poems, like pollinators, are possessed by communal purpose. It is a
journal of beekeeping that chronicles the life of a hive from a small nucleus on the first day to the
capture of a swarm two years later:

The air’s innards have sprung apart.

I am netted in trawls of strumming bee.

Can I say

what kind of halo absorbs me?                   (‘3rd July: Gift’)

A single subject such as beekeeping might yield – in lesser hands – little more than thirteen
ways of looking at a honeycomb. At worst, it could be some pseudoscientific lament. No such
perils beset Bee Journal. It is gritty, wild and precise. Every sense of the poet is bent to the task of
recording and responding. It is as much a psychic mission as it is a physical commission.

A journal is a place for styles to be hazarded. It is no place for (in a phrase borrowed from Ted
Hughes) the goblins of literature. The unliterariness of Borodale’s journal is the key to its
realisation, its painting-by-words en plein air. The practice has much in common with the
procedure by which Ted Hughes came to write Moortown Diary (or, for that matter, Alice Oswald
came to write Dart). It is less palpably designed a creative act than it seems. As Hughes remarked
in a recording about the farming poems of Moortown, his purpose was “to get the details down
fresh, to make an archive of such details that might someday supply material for something more
considered”. Yet, in revisiting his poems in order to extract the ‘literature’, Hughes discovered he
banished the “fresh, simple presence of the experience... so I let them lie in their rags and tatters”.
Sean Borodale, too, borrowing from bees and combing his field-notes, has left many of these
poems in their rags and tatters, left his vision on its hinge and his mind’s eye wide open. And the
poems live urgently by their perfect imperfection, in their decisive non-poetryness. Sure as a
perianth yields nectar and honey-bees hone it to honey, the tattered buzz of Bee Journal enacts a
natural process of collection, concentration and accumulation that is – in a word – human:

You, bee man, lifting a frame to light, count only numbers.

You are human; what bees count must be more than parts.

Breathe on them your dream of honey-smeared taste.
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They agitate and are in dream what sun pens.

(‘30th May: Examining Brood’)

Richard Meier’s Misadventure won the inaugural Picador Poetry Prize. I am very glad this
inventive award brought his work to greater attention. His poetry is sharp, lovely and curiously
graceful; his diction surprises by stealth and restraint, and his mind has something of the night
about it, a nip of Robert Frost’s “peck of the cold”. Frost’s friend Edward Thomas is an influence
as is, dare I say, Meier’s adroit editor. But Meier is his own poet and as fully-formed in his written
humanity as Borodale.

Meier’s poems about his wife, children and garden – all the invisible, imperative ceremonies
of grace and gracelessness – are skilfully realised, as is his own self-distrust (it is intriguing how
absent a figure the poet seems to be when he is in his own poems). Yet at moments, in ‘Three
Weeks to Go’ and ‘Canute Explains’, Meier bursts upon us with something quite other to our
expectations. This is one of those rare books that will cheer without patronising, and show you
how to speak past grief and silence while still holding all that grief and all that silence.

All writing is performance. There is no serious, organic distinction between spoken and
written word. If you know the Irish poet Colm Keegan’s work from his exceptional performances
on YouTube you should not be surprised by how deftly his poetry transfers to the silent stage of a
book. Don’t Go There is lively, provocative and genuine. Its strengths on the page are directness,
frankness and a challenging lyricism. He portrays Dublin in a similar vein to how Sean Borodale
portrays his bee-hives: no exaggeration, no reaching for myths or for non-human vacuum, no
literary bullshit.

The core of his work is a humane understanding beyond the clichés of vulnerability and
powerlessness. Keegan is a keen observer of reality. Like most real people, he does not do distance.
Very often in these poems Keegan achieves the most terrific sense of drama from the familiar. In
‘The Wind of the Spin’, two cars crash in front of the writer “as if tied to the spire / of the church
they passed / like kids swinging on a maypole / after smashing into each other”. The accident is
described in slow-motion, with a kind of horribly recognisable, savage bliss we cannot but help
feel when we are not the victim:

So that me and all the other people

standing nearby feel

nothing but the wind

of the spin on our faces

like a kiss.

We all bear witness as

two men stumble out of

the wreckage to stare at

each other in disbelief.

Constellations of broken glass

beneath their feet.

Nobody wanting to dole out blame.

Nobody second guessing

the near miss.

Are you alright?
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Are you alright?

they say.

While trying to reason this.

How close we came.

Reading Sam Riviere’s 81 Austerities (and his associated website), I was reminded of John
Cage’s 1949 ‘Lecture on Nothing’ in which he stated, “I have nothing to say / and I am saying it /
and that is poetry / as I needed it”. Riviere’s diction is inflected through a number of poets who say
nothing and everything beautifully. What Riviere’s book is remarkable for is its style, for its
jettisoning of style.

It begins with subject: “Austerity was named the word of the year by Merriam-Webster in
2010”. It ‘deals’ with the funding cuts of today as Peter Reading ‘dealt’ with the funding cuts of the
1980s:

I can see that things have gotten pretty bad

our way of life threatened by financiers

assortments of phoneys and opportunists

and very soon the things we cherish most

will likely be taken from us the wine

from our cellars our silk gowns and opium          (‘Cuts’)

But this is not a book about actual austerities. To the author’s credit, he has pointed towards
them as the catalyst, a stimulus for a work of complex art. To that end 81 Austerities is not without
considerable beauty, attack and panache:

Who wouldn’t rather be watching 

a film about werewolves instead

of composing friends’ funeral playlists?    (‘Regular Black’)

Yet the austerity in this book is one of style – of no-style at all. Like plucking one string of the
blue guitar it becomes all-style, a purified mania. The apoetical becomes apolitical. Even by
modish inversion this no-style presents a kind of purified inaction. And that is what I think is the
author’s honest, artistic intention. That is what Riviere wants to deliver. For him, it would be
indefensible to believe a poetry book could alter policy, save lives, avert harm to the vulnerable.
The truth is, of course, this book does not set out to do so. Why should it? How could it?

Nobody who really suffers in the ongoing and oncoming austerities will read this book or this
magazine because they are largely invisible to the dominant cultures that make and read poetry.
Yet the vulnerable are poetry. In some ways you could argue 81 Austerities is appropriating the
terms of their distress. In other ways this book could be said to be the most appropriate of poetic
responses to our empty political and cultural values. We are all in this emptiness – together.

Each of these books under review is a debut collection. Reviewers usually parade that message
early, disarming reception with a white flag. But these four good poets need no such shelter. They
are all yours. You know what to do with them.

David Morley’s next poetry collection from Carcanet in 2013 is The Gypsy and the Poet. He currently teaches at
Warwick University. www.davidmorley.org.uk
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